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In this Job Aid, we will review a necessary step to take when a student’s tuition is not calculating correctly, which involves reviewing a class section’s dynamic dates.

- You will first need to login to Campus Solutions at student.msu.edu.

Review Class Section Dynamic Dates

**Navigation:** NavBar > Curriculum Management > Dynamic Dates > Class Section Dynamic Dates

1. Enter the term and subject area for which you are searching for, then click **Search**.
   - All results matching your search criteria will populate in the **Search Results** below; click the desired class.
2. The **Class Section Dynamic Dates** page will populate; defaulting to the **Dynamic Class Data 1** tab – click the **Class Meeting Pattern** tab.
   - This section will show the actual dates being used for that class, which may differ from the normal term dates.
   - This replaces the "sub terms" in the legacy student information system.